Mild senile dementia of Alzheimer type: research diagnostic criteria, recruitment, and description of a study population
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SUMMARY  Clinical investigations of senile dementia of the Alzheimer type require establishment of explicit clinical diagnostic criteria before histological confirmation is possible. Criteria for selection of mildly impaired subjects with senile dementia of Alzheimer type, free of other major disease, are proposed. Problems of recruitment of this select population for a longitudinal study are discussed. A study population with matched healthy control subjects has been enrolled and described. Short term follow-up has provided preliminary support for the diagnostic criteria.

The most frequent cause of dementia in persons over age 65 is senile dementia of the Alzheimer type (SDAT), multi-infarct dementia being much less common. Increased awareness has led investigators to focus on SDAT and to search for means of identifying subjects in the less advanced stages, before the illness is complicated by effects of chronic debility and/or institutionalisation.

Establishing presumptive diagnostic criteria without resorting to histologic study of the brain is an essential goal of clinical investigation. The importance of this goal is underscored by the difficulties inherent in distinguishing among the many disorders leading to brain failure and by the dearth of valid information on aetiology, natural history, pathophysiology, and therapy of SDAT. Concurrent needs include a reliable means of quantifying the degree of dementia and a comparison of the effects of healthy aging with those of SDAT. The Dementia Study Group of Washington University has met frequently for several years to discuss and investigate topics related to dementia. The needs listed above led to the group to establish explicit clinical diagnostic criteria for SDAT and to initiate a longitudinal study of mild cases and healthy aging. In this paper is presented our experience in establishing a study population of SDAT and control subjects, both groups free of other major impairments.

Methods

Diagnostic criteria  From discussions and experience of the Dementia Study Group emerged the following diagnostic criteria for SDAT:

I. Inclusion criteria (A, B and C must be present):
   A. Sustained deterioration of memory in an alert subject, plus impairment in at least three of the following five cognitive abilities (explanatory statements are given in table 1): (1) orientation, (2) judgment and problem solving, (3) function in community affairs, (4) function in home and hobbies, (5) function in personal care.
   B. Gradual onset and progression
   C. Duration: six months or longer

II. Exclusion criteria (A, B and C must be absent):
   A. Other neurologic disorders, including Parkinsonism, Huntington's disease, communicating hydrocephalus, progressive supranuclear palsy, infection, brain tumour, subdural haematoma, multiple sclerosis, stroke, multi-infarct dementia, seizure disorder, and brain trauma.
   B. Psychiatric disorders, including primary affective disorder or major depression, schizophrenia, alcoholism or other substance abuse.
   C. Other reversible dementias and other medical disorders that may reduce cognition, including overmedication, impaired function of lungs, heart, kidneys or liver, anaemia, hypothyroidism, vitamin B12, or folate deficiency, malignancy and...
diabetes mellitus (if insulin-dependent or if more than mild in degree).

These criteria are designed to select a group of SDAT subjects, free of other disorders masquerading as SDAT or complicating its effects. The criteria should be equally applicable to dementia of the Alzheimer type earlier in life.

Recent recognition of many of these disorders requires no further discussion, but some deserve special attention. Communicating (normal pressure) hydrocephalus is recognised by the clinical criterion of gait disorder preceding or accompanying the decline in intellect, and/or the CT criterion of severely dilated cerebral ventricles (including the temporal horns) with normal or absent cortical sulci. Subjects with SDAT, especially in its milder stages, are unlikely to have severe ventricular dilatation, unless communicating hydrocephalus is also present. Multi-infarct dementia is recognised by the combination of long standing hypertension, history of strokes, transient ischaemic attacks or reversible ischaemic neurologic deficits, abrupt onset, stepwise deterioration, focal neurologic symptoms and signs, and pseudobulbar state. We elected not to exclude hypertensive subjects if they had no other indication of multi-infarct dementia and no other serious complication of hypertension.

A primary affective disorder (major depression), especially in the elderly, may lead to a clinical picture difficult to differentiate from dementia. Subjects with a past history of psychiatric disorder and those with current depression diagnosable from a psychiatric interview were excluded. Four experienced clinicians (neurologists and psychiatrists, each certified by the American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology) excluded potential subjects who were depressed, as assessed either by overall clinical judgment or by research criteria. Special attention was given to complaints of somatic symptoms, malaise and/or poor thinking as possible indicators of depression in the elderly.

**Recruitment** Letters requesting the referral of subjects with mild SDAT were sent to local organisations of neurologists, psychiatrists and primary physicians. The request was also published in the bulletin of the St Louis Metropolitan Medical Society. Since there were few responses to these appeals, a series of discussions of the research program was initiated in local newspapers and on local television and radio. Healthy subjects responded to the same public announcements or were among those who had already willed their body to the School of Medicine. Each control subject was enrolled by being matched with a SDAT subject for age, sex, race and social position. This last variable was measured by the method of Hollingshead which includes level of education and which scores subjects from 1 to 5, with 1 being the highest social class. Control subjects were in good health and were screened by the same exclusion criteria applied to the SDAT subjects. Recruitment was limited to noninstitutionalised subjects aged 64 to 81. The subjects were recruited from a metropolitan region whose total population is approximately 2.5 million persons

### Table 1: Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR). Impairments in each category are scored as 0·5, 1, 2, 3 only according to cognitive impairment. (Reprinted by permission of the British Journal of Psychiatry)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Healthy CDR 0</th>
<th>Questionable dementia CDR 0·5</th>
<th>Mild dementia CDR 1</th>
<th>Moderate dementia CDR 2</th>
<th>Severe dementia CDR 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Memory</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No memory loss or slight inconstant forgetfulness</td>
<td>Mild consistent forgetfulness; partial recollection of events; “benign” forgetfulness</td>
<td>Moderate memory loss, more marked for recent events; defect interferes with everyday activities</td>
<td>Severe memory loss; only highly learned material retained; new material rapidly lost</td>
<td>Severe memory loss; only fragments remain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Orientation</strong></td>
<td>Fully oriented</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Judgment and problem solving</strong></td>
<td>Solves every day problems well; judgment good in relation to past performance</td>
<td>Only doubtful impairment in solving problems, similarities, differences</td>
<td>Moderate difficulty in handling complex problems; social judgment usually maintained</td>
<td>Severely impaired in handling problems, similarities, differences; social judgment usually impaired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Community affairs</strong></td>
<td>Independent function at usual level in job, shopping, business and financial affairs, volunteer and social groups</td>
<td>Only doubtful or mild impairment, if any, in these activities</td>
<td>Unable to function independently at these activities though may still be engaged in some; may still appear normal to casual inspection</td>
<td>Unable to make judgments or solve problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Home and hobbies</strong></td>
<td>Life at home, hobbies, intellectual interests well maintained</td>
<td>Life at home, intellectual interests well maintained or only slightly impaired</td>
<td>Mild but definite impairment of function at home; more difficult chores abandoned; more complicated hobbies and interests abandoned</td>
<td>No significant function in home outside of own room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personal care</strong></td>
<td>Fully capable of self care</td>
<td></td>
<td>Needs occasional prompting</td>
<td>Requires much help with personal care; often incontinent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of mixed ethnic background. According to recent estimates (US Census Bureau) of the characteristics of those aged 64–84 in this population, 62% are female and 87% are white. They comprise 12% of the total population. The average educational level is 9-1 years. The post-retirement income level is as at the poverty level for 6% of this elderly population, in the middle ranges for 79% and in the upper range ($15,000 and above per year) for 15%.

Clinical assessment  A structured interview and examination, the Initial Subject Protocol (ISP), was developed in order to standardise the diagnosis of SDAT and to assess its severity. The ISP (copy available on request) includes a clinical interview with a collateral source who knows the subject well and an interview with the subject. Total time required is approximately 90 minutes. Information is gathered regarding the subject’s family history, social, educational and cultural background, and medical, neurologic and psychiatric history. The collateral source is asked to rate the subject on memory function, orientation, and cognitive abilities in dealing with everyday function in home, recreational, and community activities. In each of these ratings a nine-point scale is used to compare the subject’s current function with his or her past performance when well.

Within the mental status examination of the subject are tasks in memory, orientation, abstraction, calculation, judgment and problem solving. Answers are rated according to defined scoring standards. The ISP also includes several brief structured methods of clinical assessment employed by previous investigators. The Dementia Scale (DS) of Blessed et al27 is a behavioural checklist rated according to information from the collateral source. It is scored from zero ("fully preserved capacity") to 28 ("extreme incapacity"). The Short Portable Mental Status Questionnaire (SPMSQ) of Pfeiffer28 is composed of ten questions on orientation, memory and serial subtraction, with scores ranging from zero through ten errors. The Face Hand Test (FHT)29 is a performance measure unrelated to the intellectual background of the subject. It is administered and scored according to the method of Zarit et al30, with scores ranging from zero ("normal") to 16 ("severe impairment"). The Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HRSD)31 is included to monitor manifestations of depression. Language function is assessed with verbal tasks from the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Evaluation.32 The Aphasia Battery (AB) score ranges from zero ("no aphasia") to 35 ("severe aphasia"). A general physical examination and a complete neurologic examination are performed as part of the ISP, additional description of which has been published.3

Staging of dementia versus healthy intellectual function

Sufficient data are collected in the ISP to allow the interviewer to rate the subject in each of six cognitive and behavioural categories: memory (M), orientation (O), judgment and problem solving (JPS), community affairs (CA), home and hobbies (HH), and personal care (PC). The rater considers the subject’s function only in relation to cognitive ability and to the subject’s past performance. Possible ratings in each category are 0, 0-5, 1, 2, and 3, which range from healthy (rating 0) to severe impairment (rating 3). The description of ratings in each category is given in table 1, which depicts the overall Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR). The method of deriving the CDR from the ratings in each of the six categories and a discussion of the reliability and validity of CDR are given elsewhere.3

Subjects are rated as healthy (CDR 0), mildly (CDR 1), moderately (CDR 2), or severely demented (CDR 3). The designation CDR 1 signifies that there has been sufficient intellectual deterioration to justify the diagnosis of mild SDAT, once the diagnostic criteria have been applied. Subjects who are neither clearly demented to that degree nor clearly healthy in intellectual function are assigned a rating of questionable dementia (CDR 0-5). Some of these CDR 0-5 subjects probably have early SDAT, too mild to be diagnosed, while others have "benign senescent forgetfulness"33 34 or other benign disorders. Healthy subjects (CDR 0) still have good intellectual function in relation to their past performance. Our experience with healthy elderly subjects has led us to the following conclusions regarding their intellectual function: Healthy elderly can be forgetful in some everyday activities—for names and dates, parts of events, and rarely for events themselves, if the events are not major in their lives. Forgetfulness is not constant, does not interfere with everyday life, and is not a major concern to them. They may write notes as reminders, but the use of notes is not pervasive in their lives. Raters must compare the performance of subjects to that of healthy elderly persons whom the raters know. These conclusions are similar to those of Shader et al35. The criteria for exclusion of other disorders in the control subjects were the same as for the SDAT subjects.

All interviews were recorded on videotape for assessment by an independent reviewer. Both the interviews and the videotape reviews were performed by the same four experienced clinicians. In a previous pilot study of the ISP in 35 elderly subjects (some healthy and some demented), interrater reliability for determining the CDR was found to be 0.89. In the present longitudinal study of subjects with CDR 0, 0-5 and 1, only six of 123 were eliminated because the interviewer and the reviewer disagreed in assigning the CDR.

In addition to the clinical assessment all recruited subjects were studied with blood counts and chemical analyses to exclude medical disorders detailed above. Subjects were entered into a longitudinal study of clinical status, psychometric performance, quantitative computed tomography (CT) of the brain, electroencephalography, and visual evoked potentials (VEP). Repeat clinical assessment was performed 6 to 12 months after entry into the study.

All studies and the procedures for obtaining informed consent thereto were approved by the Human Studies Committee of the Washington University School of Medicine.

Results

A total of 489 impaired potential subjects were eliminated for reasons given in table 2. (The numbers total more than 489 because some persons were excluded for more than one reason.)

Forty three subjects with mild SDAT (CDR 1), 16 subjects with questionable SDAT (CDR 0-5), and 58
Table 2 Reasons for exclusion of 489 impaired subjects. Subjects with glaucoma excluded because of risk incurred by dilating pupils for VEP study and because of effect of glaucoma on VEP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Number of subjects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outside age range</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dementia too severe (CDR 2 or 3)</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatric disorder (depression, etc.)</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebrovascular disease</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes mellitus</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other serious medical and neurologic disorders</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Worried well</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dementia only doubtful</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glaucoma</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refused or unable to participate</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Characteristics of the study population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n</th>
<th>CDR 0</th>
<th>CDR 0-5</th>
<th>CDR 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>28(30)</td>
<td>8(8)</td>
<td>20(23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>64(38)</td>
<td>65(279-3</td>
<td>63(81-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>71(7±4-9)</td>
<td>71(7±4-1)</td>
<td>71(4±5-0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 Ratings for the three groups of subjects in each of the six categories (M, O, JPS, CA, HH, PC). Compare table 1 for description of the ratings

Table 5 Scores of the subjects on other clinical assessments

As follows: 58 were CDR 0, 16 were CDR 0-5, and 42 were CDR 1. The 58 subjects with CDR 0 at entry were still rated as healthy on follow-up. Of 16 subjects with CDR 0-5 at entry, one was rated CDR 0, eight were rated 0-5, and seven were rated CDR 1 on follow-up. The 42 subjects with mild SDAT (CDR 1) on entry had the following results on follow-up: None had improved to CDR 0 or 0-5; 21 were still at CDR 1; 16 had progressed to CDR 2, and five to CDR 3.

One hundred sixteen subjects were reassessed by clinical interview and assigned a CDR 12 months after entry. The original CDRs on these 116 subjects were as follows: 58 were CDR 0, 16 were CDR 0-5, and 42 were CDR 1. The 58 subjects with CDR 0 at entry were still rated as healthy on follow-up. Of 16 subjects with CDR 0-5 at entry, one was rated CDR 0, eight were rated 0-5, and seven were rated CDR 1 on follow-up. The 42 subjects with mild SDAT (CDR 1) on entry had the following results on follow-up: None had improved to CDR 0 or 0-5; 21 were still at CDR 1; 16 had progressed to CDR 2, and five to CDR 3.

Among the 43 subjects with mild SDAT, the duration of illness at the time of recruitment ranged from one to nine years (mean, 3.4 ± 1.7 years), as estimated by the collateral source. The distribution of the data on duration is given in fig 1. Variability in the patterns of ratings in each of the six cognitive and behavioural categories can be seen in table 4, which lists the number of subjects rated as healthy to severely impaired (0 to 3) in each category: memory (M), orientation (O), judgment and problem solving (JPS), community affairs (CA), home and hobbies (HH), and personal care (PC). The grouped scores of the subjects on the AB, DS, SPMSQ, and FHT are compared in table 5, expressed in each instance as range in the upper entry and mean ± SD in the lower entry. Despite the impairments in intellectual function and duration of illness, the subjects with mild SDAT were all living in the community and were able to complete the psychometric battery and VEP testing.
CDR 3. Four deaths have occurred. Three of the original CDR 1 subjects died (16, 26 and 27 months after entry, respectively) with Alzheimer’s disease confirmed in all three at autopsy. One of the CDR 0-5 subjects who remained at that stage for 12 months died of a cerebral haemorrhage, but permission for postmortem examination was withheld.

Neither major depressions, nor other disorders became evident in any of the subjects. Psychometric results (analysed in another publication) in the CDR 1 subjects were all consistent with intellectual impairment. Preliminary quantitative CT analyses are discussed elsewhere. Of importance here is the fact that communicating hydrocephalus, multiple infarcts, and mass lesions were not found.

Discussion

The diagnostic criteria for SDAT proposed here appear at present to be satisfactory for the goals of the longitudinal clinical investigations underway. So far the diagnosis of SDAT has not been shown to have been made in error. However, the conclusions must be tentative since clinical follow-up of this study population is brief and only three SDAT subjects have died, albeit with confirmation of the diagnosis.

The approach of adopting inclusion and exclusion diagnostic criteria has been used formally or informally by others. In keeping with the principle that multiple diseases accumulate with aging, subjects with SDAT often have additional cerebral disorders, such as coexistent multi-infarct state and Parkinson’s disease. For some investigations (epidemiology, heredity) of SDAT, the inclusion of “mixed” cases will be appropriate, whereas other investigations, such as the one initiated here (natural history, pathophysiology), require more restrictive criteria to select subjects with “pure” SDAT. For some purposes it may be advisable to exclude subjects on medication or those with hypertension or atherosclerosis of coronary or peripheral circulation, as Isaacs has suggested. Those goals are not easily met. In order to obtain our sample of 43 subjects with SDAT, we accepted those on minimal dosages of medication. Eleven subjects with mild hypertension were enrolled. Hypertension is known to be a risk factor for cerebrovascular disease and may be associated with some effect on intellectual function, but there is insufficient evidence on this latter point. The 11 subjects with hypertension had no indication of ischaemic disease of the brain. Their modified Ischaemic Score was less than five in each case. The use of a detailed history from a collateral source, the exclusion of persons with a past history of psychiatric disorder, and the careful attention to depression have reduced the difficulties reported by others in the differential diagnosis of dementia and nonorganic disorders.

Performance on a psychometric battery was not included as a diagnostic criterion, because it is to be considered as a variable independent of the clinical assessment in the longitudinal study of healthy aging versus SDAT. CT cannot be used at present in the differentiation of SDAT from normal aging, but is important in the exclusion of other disorders. Quantitative CT techniques still under investigation may prove to be valuable.

Our strict criteria made recruitment of 43 subjects with mild SDAT difficult in a metropolitan area of approximately 2.5 million persons. Of course, many more subjects were available who had more advanced SDAT, many of whom are institutionalised. From the families of our subjects and from our contacts with the medical community at large, we have learned that the following factors impede efforts at the recruitment of subjects with mild SDAT: (1) willingness of many families to tolerate gradual mental deterioration without insisting on intervention (“It’s just old age”), (2) failure of many physicians to recognise mild dementia in the elderly, (3) negative impact of the term, dementia, (4) apathy toward research efforts in SDAT, (5) strict research diagnostic criteria, (6) frequency of other disorders which mimic SDAT, (7) coexistence of other disorders that influence cognitive function and therefore complicate the analysis of SDAT alone, (8) reluctance on the part of some physicians, some subjects, and some families to participate in a research effort that does not promise the hope of an immediate reward, such as a “promising treatment” for SDAT.

Our experience suggests that investigators must announce their programs to the public in order to be successful. Recruitment results improved when the name was changed from Dementia Study Group to Memory and Aging Project. The newly established Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disorders Association will help, but the search for subjects with SDAT, defined by research criteria, free from other major disease, and mild enough that they can still live in the community, will remain difficult. The recruitment technique for SDAT subjects depended mainly on responses from the public to our appeals through the media. Families or close friends encouraged the subjects to participate. Among the healthy control subjects, many responded to the same public announcements and others were recruited from among those who had already willed their body to the School of Medicine. There are intangibles such as motivation and interest in research and other academic pursuits which may well differ between the SDAT and control groups. The same is true of most clinical research projects in which one group comes for help and
another is recruited from among the healthy. A community-wide survey for mild SDAT and control subjects would have advantages but motivational differences would still exist. These SDAT and control subjects differ from the general population of the elderly in this region in being more educated (12.5 vs 9.1 years). Fifty-three per cent of the SDAT subjects were female, as compared to 62% females among the total community elderly. It is difficult to compare Hollingshead social positions with income levels of the general elderly population, but our subjects had a mean social position in the middle range. The distribution of social position among the community elderly is not available, nor are income levels among our subjects. One has the impression that our subjects have a distribution of income levels higher than that of the general elderly in the community, in keeping with the higher educational attainment.

The present sample of 43 subjects with mild SDAT was selected by restrictive criteria for purposes of a longitudinal study. Though they were still at a mild stage of the disorder (CDR 1), the duration of illness ranges from one to nine years. Data on duration of SDAT must be interpreted with caution in view of the well-known difficulty in dating the gradual onset of the disorder, but the variability in rate of progression is evident. A variability in the degree of impairment in the six cognitive categories (table 4) is also to be noted. A summary comparison of our lengthy clinical assessment (ISP, CDR) with briefer instruments (AB, DS, SPMSQ, FHT) is given in table 5. The occurrence of healthy or near-healthy scores on each of these other instruments among our CDR 1 subjects attests to the mild stage of their SDAT. The relative merits of brief versus lengthy instruments are of considerable practical importance and will be discussed in later publications.

Twelve months after entry into the study, healthy controls (CDR 0) remained well. As expected, some subjects with mild SDAT (CDR 1) remained at the same stage, while others progressed to more severe stages, but none improved. It was anticipated that subjects with only questionable dementia (CDR 0.5) would represent a heterogenous diagnostic group whose course would vary. The findings that one of these was judged to be intellectually normal on follow-up, that some remained in the questionable group, and that others progressed to definite, mild SDAT (CDR 1) verify the original assumption. The predictive value and interrelationships of the details in clinical assessment, psychometric results, CT, EEG and VEP are being analysed and will be the subject of future reports.

The clinical results on brief follow-up and the impairments found on the psychometric battery provide only preliminary evidence in our long term efforts to validate the clinical diagnostic criteria for SDAT. Final proof must await postmortem study of the brain, but it is to be expected that the great majority of SDAT subjects so diagnosed will prove to have Alzheimer's disease, with a few having less common disorders, such as Pick's disease, progressive subcortical gliosis, or unusual vascular diseases of the brain, any of which may masquerade during life as SDAT. Other investigators are encouraged to undertake prospective studies of diagnostic criteria applicable to mild SDAT.
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